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Kimball Announces New Product Introductions That Diversify Their Portfolio
JASPER, IN (October 11, 2021) – Kimball’s newest product launches and enhancements are
specifically designed to accommodate the unprecedented ways the workplace is changing. From a
new architectural framework that can morph into single workstations or large, open plan officescapes to acoustical panels for privacy to seating and table additions, Kimball’s introductions are
all-encompassing. Download High Res Images
EverySpace™
As the modern workplace changes,
EverySpace offers adaptable architecture that
supports users throughout their day. This
modular platform combines personal
elements with functional solutions to
compose workstations for any situation.
EverySpace is a comprehensive solution that
puts the user at the center of its design. It can
flex and flow as needs change and work styles evolve. Scalable by nature, its customizable platform
is only limited by your imagination. EverySpace is a creative framework for the future. Designed by
CSD Studio.
Paradolia™
Paradolia screens and suspension panels offer a contemporary
solution that creates privacy and reduces acoustical
distractions. Its soft contours contribute to a warm atmosphere
while providing a tackable surface. The A-frame screens
divide space while serving as a collaboration tool, and are
easily nested for storage. The wall panels attach to a
suspension rod with leather straps, providing functional sound
absorption for walled environments.

Jelsen™
Designed by John Nelson, Sr. this collection of
tables and stools features a distinct hourglass
shape, providing a timeless design for any space.
The tubular base features a dramatic bend that
establishes its striking silhouette, then flows into a
circular pedestal creating a juxtaposition between
angular style and organic beauty. Jelsen is
available in a variety of sizes, shapes, and heights.

Riffel™
From community spaces and welcoming areas
to private offices, Riffel occasional tables are a
gorgeous addition to any space. Its distinct,
intersecting wood base protrudes upward to
support either a round or a soft-square top.
This exposed design creates an open and airy
feeling that can easily integrate into any
environment. Designed by pL-D.
Eager™
Adaptable to suit any environment, Eager
offers task solutions with a variety of arm
options, support features, mesh colors, and
base and frame finishes. Its modern
silhouette, stylish contours, and ergonomic
functionality allow this seating collection to
easily integrate into any situation.
In addition to these new introductions, Kimball has also enhanced two of their existing products.
The Melora™ seating collection has been enhanced to include a conference arm option, further
expanding its performance capabilities. By adding a half-back option to the Joya™ family of task
seating, it offers a visually appealing, lighter scale solution that easily blends into expansive
environments.

About Kimball
One of the most respected environmentally-conscious and forward-focused furniture makers,
Kimball blends state of the art technology with a rich heritage of craftsmanship to optimize
workplace performance and enable customers to craft a truly authentic brand experience. As a
world-class design-driven company, Kimball applies its rich heritage as makers to create
environments for tomorrow's workplace. Kimball is a brand unit of Kimball International, Inc.,
(NASDAQ:KBAL), a publicly-traded company dedicated to its Guiding Principles and
recognized as a highly-trusted company and an employer of choice. Learn how Kimball is
changing workspaces by visiting www.kimball.com.

